New! Business Law Application-Based Activities

New Application-Based Activities for Business Law provide students valuable practice using problem solving skills to apply their knowledge to realistic scenarios. Students progress from understanding basic concepts to using their knowledge to analyze complex scenarios and solve problems. These unique activities are assignable and gradable through Connect.

100 Application-Based Activities available with many on the topics you most often teach, including Contracts, Torts, the American Legal System, Business Organizations, Employment Law, Property Law, Ethics and Environmental Law!

THE AMERICAN LEGAL SYSTEM
- The American Legal System: Case Law
- The American Legal System: The Process of a Civil Lawsuit

CONTRACTS
- Contracts: Types of Contracts
- Contracts: Breach-of-Contract Actions and Defenses
- Contracts: Breach-of-Contract Actions and Defenses – Impossibility, Frustration of Purpose, and Impracticability
- The American Court System: The Process of a Civil Lawsuit – Pretrial Stage
- The American Court System: The Process of a Civil Lawsuit – The Trial
- The American Court System: The Process of a Civil Lawsuit – Appeals
- Contracts: Breach-of-Contract Actions and Defenses – Fraudulent and Negligent Misrepresentation
- Contracts: Breach-of-Contract Actions and Defenses – Duress and Undue Influence
- Contracts: Remedies in Breach-of-Contract Cases – Non-Monetary Remedies
- Contracts: Remedies in Breach-of-Contract Cases

ALTERNATIVE DISPUTE RESOLUTION
- Alternative Dispute Resolution: Negotiation
- Alternative Dispute Resolution: Mediation
- Alternative Dispute Resolution: Arbitration
- The American Court System: The Process of a Civil Lawsuit – Post-Trial Issues
- Alternative Dispute Resolution: The Drawbacks of Litigation
- Product Liability: Liability Based on Negligence
- Product Liability: Strict Liability
- The American Court System: The Process of a Civil Lawsuit – Post-trial Motions
- Business Ethics and Social Responsibility: Legal Compliance and Ethical Actions in Business

EMPLOYMENT DISCRIMINATION
- Administrative Law: Roles of Administrative Agencies
- Administrative Law: Roles of Administrative Agencies – Investigators and Enforcers
- Administrative Law: Roles of Administrative Agencies – Adjudicators
- Business Ethics and Social Responsibility: Corporate Social Responsibility: Shareholder vs. Stakeholder Views

TORT LAW
- Contracts: Breach-of-Contract Actions and Defenses – Unconscionable Contracts and Contracts that Violate Public Policy
- Contracts: Remedies in Breach-of-Contract Cases – Monetary Remedies

These ABAs are available across all Business Law, Legal Environment of Business, & Employment Law titles. See next page for the NEW ABA topics available this Fall!
50 New Application-Based Activities

1. Agency Law: Agent’s Duties to the Principal
2. Agency Law: Principal’s Liability for Agent’s Conduct
3. Agency Law: Tort Liability of the Agent
5. Insurance Law
6. Computer Law & Cybersecurity
7. Contracts: Breach of Sales Contracts & Remedies
8. Contracts: Formation and Terms of Sales Contracts
9. Contracts: Performance of Sales Contracts
11. Contracts: Revocation & Termination of Offers
12. Contracts: Unilateral & Bilateral Contracts
13. Consumer Law: Consumer Financial Protection
15. Criminal Law: Criminal Procedure
17. Employment Law: Americans with Disabilities Act
18. Employment Law: Employee Privacy
20. Employment Law: Title VII & Religion
21. Employment Law: Title VII & Sex
22. Employment Law: Unemployment and Retirement
23. Environmental Law
24. Financial Transactions: Checks and Electronic Transfers
25. Financial Transactions: Instrument Negotiation, Holders in Due Course, & Defenses
26. Financial Transactions: Negotiable Instruments
27. Financial Transactions: Negotiable Instrument Liability
29. Financial Transactions: Sureties and Creditors’ Remedies
30. Intellectual Property: Copyright Law
32. Intellectual Property: Trademark Protection
33. International Law: Regional Trade Agreements & International Courts
35. Introduction to Law: Appellate Procedure
36. Introduction to Law: Discovery, Evidence, and Trial
37. Introduction to Law: Jurisdiction, Venue, and Threshold Requirements
38. Partnership and Corporate Law: Corporations
39. Partnership and Corporate Law: Corporate Changes & Dissolution
40. Partnership and Corporate Law: Formation, Classification, & Regulation of Corporations
41. Partnership and Corporate Law: Limited Liability Companies
42. Partnership and Corporate Law: Managing a Corporation
43. Partnership and Corporate Law: Partnership Formation and Operation
44. Partnership and Corporate Law: Partner Liability and Dissociation
45. Partnership and Corporate Law: Professionals’ Liability
46. Partnership and Corporate Law: Shareholders’ Role and Rights
47. Property Law: Personal Property & Bailments
48. Property Law: Real Property
49. Property Law: Trusts & Estates
50. Torts: Basic Principles of Strict Liability

Application-Based Activities are available in Connect for the following titles:

**Business Law**

**Legal Environment of Business**

**Employment Law**

Reach out to your McGraw Hill Representative for a demonstration.